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# 9 - HOW DO I ENTER A PHOTO COMPETITION?

A series of quick tips to help you improve your photography and 
inspire you to new results.
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Note that the following information is general in nature due to 
the many different cameras available and situations to shoot.
 

How do I enter a photo competition?

Another question might be - “Why enter a photo competition?”

I have been directly involved with several photo competitions 
in recent years, (WPA has sponsored prizes) but have not 
entered any for the past decade myself. This might need 
to change with so many photo competitions on offer. The 
prize money can be huge and the accolades, invaluable to 
business and ego... LOL

Does entering photo competitions help you to improve and 
enjoy your photography, or is it a hinderance?

STARTING POINT
I think a great starting point for entering a competition is with a 
magazine like Australian Photography Magazine (monthly, Snap 
Happy TV, local camera club, or a local community competition.

We have a lot of our customers entering such photo 
competitions. Some win, many don’t. These comps offer less 
pressure, which means a chance for you to think clearly, 
enjoy the process and learn from the experience. For me, this 
is the adventure of why you might want to enter a competition.

Here is a list of important points to consider before entering 
any competition:

1. Images - do you have the imagery to suit the competition?
2. Time - do you have the time to put into the whole process?
3. What are the rules?
4. How will you present/process images? 
5. Why are you entering this competition?

Lets look at these points one by one.    

IMAGES
Most competitions have themes or sections to enter. You 
can have stunning images, however if you enter them in 
the wrong section, you will fail.  Take your time and select 
about 3-5x more images than required. Take note if themes 
are requested. 4 images of the same theme will always out 
perform 4 stunning images that are mixed in content.
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ABOVE/BELOW
This image offered me the highest media coverage of my 
career back in 2008. Invaluable world wide coverage that I 
still benefit from today. I have sold it several times up to 2m 
wide, plus it was sold as posters through to printed on coffee 
cups. Imagine if it had won overall best image!
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TIME
This leads to time. Entering a competition is very time 
consuming. That is, if you want to have a chance of winning. 
I review the rules, what I am entering and any other points 
several times.

WHAT ARE THE RULES
I get into this section very early. First of all, I quickly read the 
rules on line, mainly to check that I can even enter. Then I 
print off the rules and go through them slowly, highlighting 
key points like:

1. Categories
2. How many images can I enter?
3. Image size.
4. Important dates?
5. What are the key points requested for judging.

HOW WILL YOU PICK/PRESENT/PROCESS IMAGES?
I start in Lightroom and create a COLLECTION.
This is a project heading for me and a great way to put a 
number of images together. For example, if I can entre 3 
Categories with 4 images, (total 12), I will have the Collection 
name as the competition name. I will then have 3 sub-folders 
with each Category named. I then might drop in around 10-15 
images per Category, eventually narrowing it down to the 4 I 
need. Once entered, I Export all files (as requested size) to a 
single folder, name it and archive it.  

WHY ARE YOU ENTERING THIS COMPETITION?
You should ask yourself this question. It will help you with 
how serious you are to win and what you hope to get out of 
the experience.

TOP TIP - CONSIDER COMPETITION INFLUENCES
This could be from the organiser who gives the judges an 
overview of what they would like, to a current theme like 
‘climate change’ that is the topic of the year. No one know’s 
who will win, but smart thought processes to narrow down 
influencing factors will increase your odds. This is most often 
how a photographer who regularly does well in competitions 
will work - trying to stack the odds in their favour.

THE NEGATIVES OF PHOTO COMPETITIONS
I am going to say that it depends on the individual and how 
you enter. Lets clear the table straight up by saying that some 
photographers are “possessed” to enter photo competitions 
today. I have witnessed this many times myself, mainly 
at professional level where the urge to win, outshines the 
enjoyment of participating. 
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ABOVE/BELOW
Nulab used my imagery for several years winning many 
awards in the national print industry. The Currie Award was 
a big one.
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Wonder why the same photographers keep winning so often? 
“They must be great photographers?” This last statement 
is not necessarily true. Yes they are without doubt good 
photographers, however do they have an unfair weapon?

From more than 30 years of watching photographers of all 
walks enter photo competitions, a couple of clear points stand 
out for those that you will regularly see as “in the winners 
circle”. I classify that as in the top 10 judged images.

1. They enter a lot of competitions.
2. They shoot great images to what the judges want to see.
4. They are prepared to spend a lot of money entering 
    competitions.

Some photographers treat a competition as fun and are 
very relaxed about the whole process. Others treat it like a 
business. Which one are you? 

WHAT CAN MAKE THE DIFFERENCE?
Not all of us get to travel the world and target exotic subjects. 
I know of photographers that spend a minimum of $20,000 a 
year to target one competition with the right images. I know of 
others who spend $50,000 per year and still a smaller group 
that spend around $100,000 per year or more. Huge budgets! 
Spending that much money does not offer guarantees, but 
you can imagine that it will increase the success rate of 
shooting great images, this helping to be more successful in 
competitions. 

Then you have a long list of current photographers offering 
workshops around the world. Many (not all) are trying to 
get other photographers to help pay for them to get to a 
great destination and you guessed it - shoot images for 
competitions. They love to show off their long list of awards.  
However, your photography interests come last. This is not 
sour grapes on my behalf, rather I hear it so often that I find 
it very frustrating, for the photo travel/education industry and 
for those handing out their hard earned dollars.

GOOD NEWS...
This is the extreme of photo competitions. Don’t let this throw 
you off entering a competition. As mentioned, several factors 
come into play and if you do not have a big budget, what you 
can do is target key local locations that suit the competition 
criteria. You can think smartly to use the resources you have 
available. Australia and New Zealand offers so many great 
photo locations! Sometimes, photographers forget to look in 
their own back yard. 

ABOVE
Make sure you read the rules and understand the judging 
process. You can have a stunning image, but is it the right 
image to enter?
BELOW
My short stint with the Australian Institute Of Professional 
Photography offered me one highlight in 2008. I missed 
winning the national Science Environment & Nature section 
by a couple of points. What if I knew what I was doing? I say 
this because the competition had an unusual judging system. 
Perhaps an even greater influence was - picture presentation.
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GIVE IT A TRY
Here is a list of websites that might interest you for competitions. 
Mark them in your calendar. Copy and paste to your browser, or 
google - Photo Competitions

1. Simple Monthly competition example. 
https://www.australianphotography.com/yafphotocompetition/
free-monthly-competition
2. Major competition example.
https://www.australianphotography.com/competitions
3. Simple International Monthly competition example. 
https://www.life-framer.com/?gclid=EAIaIQobChMI84uswOyc5
QIVkYqPCh0MlgmbEAAYASAAEgJ1Z_D_BwE
4. Australian Nature.
h t tps : / /www.aust ra l iangeograph ic .com.au/nature-
photographer-of-the-year/
5. General list...
https://expertphotography.com/best-photography-contests/

DARRAN’s PHOTO COMPETITION TIPS 
ONE BY ONE...

1. A good workflow will help you to organise your photo 
interests and to enter competitions. I love Adobe Lightroom 
as it offers comprehensive steps to be organised, with the 
best feature - Collections.

2. To maximise your chances, don’t go into the field and shoot 
unplanned images. Make images that target topics and if 
possible, that can be used specifically for a competition.

3. Sort logistics and budget to maximise your chances 
of successful image making. This could be a local shoot, 
through to an exotic overseas destination.

4. Pre-visualise your results. While opportunistic shoots can 
work, you will increase your chances of success by specific 
planning of your images. (Linked to point 2.)

5. Read the rules! Print them off and highlight the key facets 
you need to cover and to be legal. All of this will increase 
success.

6. Top Tip - Find out who is judging the competition. Do they 
have an obvious agenda like dark and moody landscapes 
with vignette? 

7. Look at past winning images and see if the same criteria 
is being considered. Adjust to what you believe is the 
competitions goals. This might not be from the words of the 
judges, rather from the organiser who influences the judging 
process.

8. Create a collection of images and over time, whittle them 
down to about double the images required. Then print off 
these images and with an informative friend, look at them 
under good (white - about 5000k) lighting. Viewing via screen 
can work. 

9. Reinforce the final selected images that they firstly: meet 
the competition title and secondly: that they are correct to the 
rules.

10. Enter and enjoy the moment. 

Finally, your image selection and how you process the image 
is paramount! What might not work in one competition or 
section, may do very well in another. This is a key facet I think 
to why you might enter photo competitions. The process will 
help you to fine tune your creative skills. Then, the waiting 
game begins for the close of the competition and then the 
announcement of finalists, winners and ...

BELOW
One of my first awards (2002) at the national print awards. 
Thanks to Steve Hall for entering my image. 


